
Stuart Baker's 'Nidifioation of Birds of the Indian Empire. 'z-- 
Althou•h the author has presented much important information on the 
nesting of Indian birds in the bird volumes of the 'Fauna of British India' 
he has in the present work greatly elaborated this branch of the subject, 
the one in which he has always been espedally interested. 

While the nests and e•s are described with satisfactory detail there is 
also a full account of the habitat of the bird as well as its distribution and 

not infrequently something on its habits, while the works and observations 
of others are quoted where they supplement the author's own wide ex- 
perience. The work therefore constitutes not only an indispensable book 
for the o61ngist but an important reference volume for the general orni- 
tholngist. 

In an interesting and instructive introduction Mr. Baker traces the 
history of o61ogy in India for the past hundred years, from the work of 
Hume, Oates, Hodsson, etc., to the present day, and also presents • 
justification of the science and a reply to those who claim (to use his own 
words) "that all e• collect/ng is not only cruel but absolutely useless, 
that it can never be a science, and that all e• collectors should be sentenced 
to penal servitude for life in a birdless, e•less, countryI" The author's 
present volume is, we think, the best refutation of such claims although we 
a•ree with him in endorsin• Dr. Hartert's statement that "o61ogists may 
be counted on the fm•ers of two hands but egg collectors are beyond num- 
bering," and in decrying the t•in• of e•s merely because of their beauty. 
That we need more o61ogists, in the strict interpretation of the term, goes 
without saying. 

In this well gotten-up volume the author covers the crows, tits, nut- 
hatches, babbling thrushes, bulbuls, creepers, wrens and dippers. Several 
excellent photographs of nests i• e/• serve for illustrations. We con- 
•ratulate Mm upon another valuable contribution to Indian ornithology 
and shall look forward with interest to the succeeding parts.--W. S. 

Ticehurst's 'History of the Birds of Su•olk.'--In a beautifully 
printed volume s of some 500 pa•es Dr. Tieehurst presents the ornltholngical 
history of the British county of Suffolk which lies in southeastern England 
on the North •. It is nearly half a century since the appearance of 
Babin•on's 'Catalogue of the Birds of Suffolk' so that it was high time for 
the publication of the present, far more pretentious, work. The author has 
been collecting infornmtion for upwards of twenty years and the book is the 
result of his personal observations combined with those of his meny cor- 
respondents. A standard English name heads each account, with the 
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